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As research of biological processes advances, the relevant structures and dynamic properties de-
crease in size. At the present time, investigators analyse activity within cells, such as the behaviour
of sub-cellular organelles, requiring the development of new and accurate methods to access smaller
spatial and time scales. For this to be possible, frameworks of unprecedented time and space
resolutions are needed and therefore a vast array of techniques is being developed from more ar-
chaic methods based on monitoring the dynamic of fluorescently labelled particles to more modern
approaches involving laser tracking or other radiation related mechanisms. The state of the art
regarding these methods motivate this essay.

I. INTRODUCTION

As current investigation starts to look into smaller
scales, new methods to accurately determine the position
and motion of sub-cellular organelles are being vastly de-
veloped, such as the link between signalling pathways
and molecular motor-based transport [1] or how the cy-
toplasm is partitioned during cell division [2].

The first tracking mechanism to be developed focused
on measuring motion in cells using fluorescence recov-
ery after photobleaching (F.R.A.P.), then a spectroscopy
correlative analysis approach was added in disregard of
visual analysis obtaining fluorescence correlation spec-
troscopy (F.C.S.) or dynamic light scattering (D.L.S.).

In contemporary research, the inclusion of C.C.D, fast
instrumentation and high precision laser apparatuses al-
low to combine visual and correlative analysis and several
other specifications and refinements birthing the more
generic term of single particle tracking (S.P.T.). As im-
plied, these techniques evolve from and have been replac-
ing those previously mentioned.

Single particle is a generic term related to the new
standard of precision expected within these techniques.
The particle may be anything from a small fluorophore
to an organelle, virus or colloidal microsphere. The mul-
tiplication of nomenclature in the field (single-dye trac-
ing, single-molecule tracking and others) makes literature
searching quite a difficult task since each refinement or
specification, regardless how small it is, takes over the
name of the entire process being easier to find informa-
tion if one is looking for a specific solution for a specific
problem within a specific area within certain specifica-
tions. Given this, there aren’t a lot of state of the art
pieces, except within each one of the specifications.

Even so, this assignment describes the most relevant
methods used for measuring motion in cells, which lead to
the existence of S.P.T. procedures. The focus of this piece
is on the labelling component of the tracking method, so
the type of probe was used to categorize the methods;
however, in some particular cases, different techniques
and experimental setups with the same probe are dis-
cussed along with some applications.

II. MEASURING MOTION IN CELLS

Dominant methods were fluorescence recovery after
photobleaching (F.R.A.P.) [3] or fluorescence correlation
spectroscopy (F.C.S.) [4], which required the use of fluo-
rescing or fluorescently labelled samples.

Fig. 1. F.R.A.P.

As shown in Figure 1, F.R.A.P. consists of beaming the
sample (a, b) which causes photodamage on the targeted
molecules (c). After that, due to diffusion, the fluorescent
properties are recovered (d), thus allowing the determi-
nation of the diffusion coefficient. With F.C.S, a laser
excites particles and subsequently their de-excitation in-
tensity is measured and analysed using autocorrelation
numerical methods to infer particle movement and cal-
culate the diffusion coefficient. For non-fluorescing sam-
ples, dynamic light scattering (D.L.S.) is the method of
choice to deduce the diffusion coefficient.

In D.L.S, the sample scatters a laser beam in all di-
rection, resulting in a time dependent intensity due to
the particle movement. Then the recorded data receives
a treatment similar to the one used in F.C.S. Since the
physical basis of this procedure is Raleigh scattering, the
particles must be much smaller than laser wavelength.
Both F.C.S and D.L.S. are restricted by the classical
diffraction limit of light and for all the three methods
an averaging over an ensemble of differently shaped and
sized particles is performed.
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III. SINGLE PARTICLE TRACKING

Average measurements have two main problems: the
molecules are not synchronized and we can only obtain
median properties. So individual tracking methods, that
give more detailed information, were heavily developed.
In addition to tracking the trajectory of a single particle,
S.P.T. does not need process synchronization.

Usually these new methodologies require more expen-
sive equipment and extensive data gathering for statisti-
cal analysis, nonetheless they can lead to insights into
intra-cellular transportation processes. S.P.T. can ac-
tually gather 3 dimensional trajectories using Bifocal
Imaging (B.I.), 2 Photon Microscope (P.M.) or Positron
Emission Particle Tracking (P.E.P.T.), though most tech-
niques are image based, i.e. 2D.

A. Single Dye Molecules

During the second half the 19th century the work of
organic chemists, which resulted in the development on
new synthetic dyes, allowed for the detailed examination
of animal, plant and microbial cells under a microscope.
These new dyes, apart from revealing new structures in-
side cells, such as chromosomes, also laid the cytological
groundwork for the study of cell dynamics in heredity
and embryonic development. Currently, synthetic dyes
target specific proteins with different colour tags can be
combined and used in long-term imaging of live cells.

Besides intracellular imaging, up to three different
species of proteins can be simultaneously tracked on the
surface of a single cell and it is also possible to perform
tracking inside the nucleus [5]. Despite their small size
and low impact on the dyed systems, the dyes often lack
in brightness and durability.

Future prospects include the design and synthetisation
of more dyes to be cell permeable and compatible with
live cell imaging, further extending the range of possible
protein targets. The dyes are being incorporated into
other methods to maximise the flexibility and reach of
particle tracking.

B. Fluorescent Beads

The first single particle tracking techniques were based
on following fluorescent beads and single fluorophores af-
ter had being attached to the object of study.

In Figure 2 a typical confocal microscopy experimental
setup is detailed: the laser beam is deflected through a
dichroic mirror and focused on a diffraction-limited spot
through the objective lens in such a way that the sample
becomes illuminated; the fluorescent sample emits light
which passes through a beam-splitter, sending one frac-
tion to a C.C.D. and the other to an Avalanche PhotoDi-
ode (A.P.D.). The A.P.D. transmits the recorded infor-
mation to a microcontroller that has a tracking algorithm

and determines the position of the particle and readjusts
the position of the sample by controlling a piezoelectric
stage. The C.C.D. camera is used during initialization
but is otherwise not part of the tracking algorithm.

Due to the very small detection volume achieved us-
ing this method, the detected intensity of Rayleigh and
Raman scattered excitation light can be kept low com-
pared with the fluorescence signal generated by a single
molecule, resulting in high signal-to-background ratios.
Nonetheless, due to the small detection volume, the av-
erage transition time of a molecule diffusing through the
detection volume is very short (100 µs to several ms), lim-
iting the time during which an individual molecule can
be observed and studied. On the other hand, wide-field
microscopy, covers a large spatial area (about 100× 100
µ m), however the time resolution of conventional high-
speed single-photon sensitive camera systems is limited
to a few ms. Thus, they do not allow for studying fast
molecular dynamics, such as fluorescence decay.
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Fig. 1. Confocal tracking microscope. Fluorescence is excited in the sample using a laser beam focused to a diffraction-limited spot through the objective lens.
Output fluorescence is collected by the objective and separated from the laser using a dichroic filter. This signal is passed through a beamsplitter, sending a fraction
R to a CCD camera and 1-R to an APD. The tracking algorithm is implemented in a microcontroller. The CCD camera is used during initialization but is otherwise
not part of the tracking algorithm. (a) Block diagram. (b) Physical apparatus.

The algorithm presented in this work previously appeared
in [29] with preliminary experimental results in [30]. In this
brief paper we describe a new physical implementation on a
custom-built confocal microscope and a new and more detailed
collection of tracking experiments. In particular, the system was
augmented to allow the simultaneous capture of CCD images.
Post-processing these images using the common Gaussian fit
estimation procedure provided an independent measurement of
the particle position in two dimensions and a verification of the
tracking. It should be noted that splitting the output signal to
achieve this lowers the overall SNR and would therefore not be
done in practice, especially when applying the system to parti-
cles inside living cells where the SNR is inherently low.

This brief paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we de-
scribe the experimental apparatus. The position estimation and
control algorithms are discussed in Section III, including the ex-
tension to multiple particles. Experimental results for tracking
a fixed particle are described in Section IV, followed by those
for tracking a single diffusing particle in Section V. Results for
tracking multiple particles are described in Section VI and con-
cluding remarks, including a discussion of limitations and our
approach to overcoming them, are given in Section VII.

II. CONFOCAL TRACKING MICROSCOPE

We constructed a custom-designed confocal tracking mi-
croscope, shown in Fig. 1. A 488 nm laser (ChromaLASE,
Blue Sky Research, CA) was spatially filtered using a 5 m
pinhole and expanded to fill the back aperture of the objective
lens (water immersion, 63x, 1.2 N.A. C-Apochromat, Carl
Zeiss, NY). The beam was directed into the objective lens
using a dichromatic filter (T495LP, Chroma, VT). The resulting
fluorescence was collected by the same objective lens, passed
through the dichroic filter and then through a bandpass filter
(HW625/30 m, Chroma, VT) to separate the excitation signal
from the output. The output fluorescence was split into two
beams using a beamsplitter. A fraction (33%) was focused
onto a CCD camera (Retiga EXi, QImaging, BC, Canada).
The remaining signal was focused through a 25 m pinhole

Fig. 2. In this work, we use a four-point measurement constellation. The mea-
surement locations are equally spaced around a circle. It is the position of the
center of this circle that is controlled using the LQG algorithm to track the po-
sition of the fluorescent molecule.

and onto the detector of an avalanche photodiode (APD)
(SPCM-AQR-14, Perkin Elmer, MA).

In our setup, the focal point of the microscope is held fixed
in space and the sample moved using a piezoelectric nanoposi-
tioning stage (Nano-PDQ, Mad City Labs, WI). The stage is a
“frame-in-frame” style (see, e.g., [31]) with independent motion
in the different directions, though with different dynamic char-
acteristics. The stage is equipped with a sensing system with a
manufacturer-reported accuracy on the order of picometers and
is operated in a closed-loop mode in which the position is con-
trolled to the user inputted-reference signal using a simple pro-
portional-integral (PI) feedback controller designed by the man-
ufacturer. We identified the dynamics of our stage in both the

- and -directions using the step response of the stage. Using
the identification toolbox in MATLAB to fit the response to a
second-order system yielded the models

Fig. 2. Diagram for the experimental setup of F.I.O.N.A.

When visible light is used to track a particle there is
a limitation to the methods’ resolution, a problem that
limits D.L.S, since a point-spread function (P.S.F.) with
a full width at half-maximum (F.W.H.M.) of around λ/2
is a consequence of the diffraction limit of light. How-
ever, determining the central point of the emission pro-
vides much higher precision [6]. Independent research
groups have reported that by fitting a two-dimensional
Gaussian function to the emission pattern, the particles
can be localized with 1 nm accuracy [7]. In 2000, En-
derlein proposed a change in the experimental set up: to
make the emitting laser beam orbit around the tracked
particle. Such a feat is achieved with two Acousto Opti-
cal Deflectors (A.O.D.), as each one gives the laser beam
one degree of freedom [8]. The localization of the particle
modules the detected emission wave, so by analysing the
emission pattern it is possible to determine the position
of the bead (Figure 3).

In 2003, Yildiz et al [10] made the first systematic ap-
plication of these findings to a molecular motor, myosin
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Figure 2.1: Schematic explanation of the orbit tracking technique. All necessary param-
eters, i.e. the radius of the orbit R, the angular velocity !, the width of the focus w and
the position of the particle xp and yp, drawn as a red sphere, are displayed. This scheme is
not drawn to scale. In a) the particle is far off-centred, whereas it is close to the centre of
the orbit in b). On the right hand side of the figure the corresponding emission intensities
of the particle are sketched. Adapted from publication P1.

of the position. Hence, from the demodulation of the emission, the direction as well
as the absolute distance from the centre of the orbit can be calculated.
The emission signal I(t) depends on the relative position of the particle (xp and yp)
and the rotating laser focus and can be written as follows [41, 42]:

I(t) = I0 exp
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(yp � R sin(!t))2

◆
+ Ib (2.28)

Here, I0 is the maximum emission intensity, i.e. the particle is at the position of the
focal spot, R the radius of the orbit, w the 1/e2-width of the laser focus, ! = 2⇡⌫
the angular velocity of the rotating focus and Ib the background intensity. By using
lock-in techniques, the position of the particle can be calculated from this emission
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Fig. 3. O.B.T. - the intensity off the emitted light depends on
the distance between the particle and the laser focus, which
is known; so the particle can be located by signal analysis. [9]

V, thus showed that it is possible to track these motors
with 1,5 nm accuracy and sub-second time resolution.
Their technique also included a novel oxygen scavenging
system, which made the fluorophores brighter and ex-
tended their emitting lifetime. In addition, total internal
reflection fluorescence (T.I.R.F.) microscopy was used,
which reduced the noise factors significantly below those
typical for more conventional methods, such as epifluo-
rescence. This new technique was named F.I.O,N.A, for
fluorescence imaging with one-nanometre accuracy.

C. Quantum Dots

A quantum dot is a nanometer-sized semiconductor
that is used as a fluorescent probe suitable for advanced
biological imaging. Quantum dots are intermediary in
size, smaller than 10 nm, and substantially more photo-
stable than conventional fluorophores. They are quite
promising fluorescent probes for both In vitro and in
vivo imaging and it can be used, for example, to track
GlyRs, the main inhibitory neurotransmitter receptor
in the adult spinal cord. The entry of GlyRs into the
synapse by diffusion processes was observed and further
confirmed by electron microscopy imaging of quantum
dot-tagged receptors [11].

D. Bifocal imaging

3D particle tracking has long been a challenge in vari-
ous fields and is still not as mature as the two-dimensional
imaging. While a number of groups have used multiplane
imaging, i.e., simultaneous imaging of multiple z-slices,
this potentially powerful technique has its shortcomings
that have hindered multi-layered imaging from finding
broad applicability [12]. In particular, the complicated
and expensive nature of the setups, such as the neces-
sity of multiple cameras or beam splitter mirror arrays,
which aggravate the technical difficulties, for instance,
the analysis and synchronization of the data generated
by these cameras. On the other hand, defocused imaging
has been a convenient way of determining the 3D position
of a particle without such complications [13].

imaged using our image splitting apparatus. The sample was
then displaced in 20, 30, and 40 nm steps with a piezoelectric
stage, and both the focused and 1 µm defocused images were
analyzed using our particle tracking routine (see the caption
of Figure 1). These data were then fit with a t-test algorithm,
which determines the optimal step size, as shown in Figure
1c. To compare the in-plane localization accuracy for the
focused and defocused channels, the following analysis has
been performed: A histogram of the difference between the
data and the t-test steps was made for the cumulative
x-stepping and y-stepping data, and this histogram was fit
with a Gaussian function. The standard deviation (!) of this
Gaussian was taken as the accuracy of localization (see
Supporting Information Figure S2). For the in-focus data, !
) 2.7 nm, whereas for the defocused data, ! ) 3.7 nm
despite the focused data having only 30% of the emitted
photons. Hence, assuming the localization is inversely
proportional with the square root of the number of collected
photons,13 the focused localization is (3.7/2.7) ! (7/3)1/2 )
2.1 times better than the defocused localization for (x,y)-
plane particle tracking.
Similar stepping analysis has been performed on 20, 40,

and 500 nm fluorescent beads and Cyanine-3 (Cy3) fluoro-
phores (see Supporting Information Figure S3 for data on
40 nm beads). In the case of Cy3, the short lifetime of the
fluorophore makes it impossible to acquire any extended

stepping data. Nevertheless, even along the z-axis, clear 40
nm steps were observed (see Supporting Information Figure
S5). We also tried to track single quantum dots using our
technique. Unfortunately, the elongated shape of quantum
dots gives rise to polarization effects that made our technique
inapplicable for these markers. However, an alternative
method, using a cylindrical lens in the emission path to obtain
the 3D position, has been proposed. This method is capable
of tracking at 5-10 nm lateral (x,y), and 30-50 nm axial
(z) resolution at typical experimental signal-to-noise ratios.14
This technique can be incorporated into our setup by
replacing Lens-3 in Figure 1a with a cylindrical lens. Finally,
a 3D in vitro motility assay in which kinesin coated 1 µm
polystyrene beads walked on inclined axonemes was de-
signed to test our tracking algorithm. The inclined plane was
formed by laying the axoneme such that one end would be
on a polymer step and the other on the glass surface. The
trajectory of the kinesin coated bead which moved on this
track successfully reproduced the inclined plane shape of
the axoneme, confirming the capability of defocused imaging
to track 1 µm beads in vitro in 3D. For trajectories, pictures,
and movies regarding these experiments, see the Supporting
Information notes.
Figure 2 shows two in vivo applications of our method.

In the first case, 500 nm fluorescent beads (Molecular Probes,
F-8812) were phagocytosed into ARPE-19 cells and imaged

Figure 1. Schematic of the setup. (a) The focal length of Lens-3
determines the relative distance between the focal planes of the
two paths. (b) A sample image of 200 nm fluorescent beads. The
defocused image is tracked with a function of the form: Z ) P0 +
P1* exp[-P2*((x - x0)2 + (y - y0)2)] + P3* exp[-P4*(((x - x0)2
+ (y - y0)2)1/2 - R0)2], which is essentially a Gaussian peak
surrounded by a circle of radius R0. The magnitude of R0 varies
depending on z-displacement from the focal plane. The (x,y) position
of the particle can be determined from both (x0,y0) parameters of
the fit above, or by fitting a 2D Gaussian, P0 + P1* exp[-P2*(x -
x0)2] exp[-P3*(y - y0)2)], to the focused image. The fit to the
focused image is shown to have 2 times better accuracy. (c) Sample
data obtained by displacing the particle using a piezoelectric stage
by 20 nm steps. The symbols are data for x-position from focused
and defocused images, and z-position from the defocused image,
and the lines are t-test analyzed at P < 0.05. Tracking accuracy is
2-3 nm for all directions.

Figure 2. In vivo application of our method. (a) A sample trace
of a 200 nm beads phagocytosed by an ARPE-19 cell shows long
linear runs and abrupt direction changes in 3D. (b) An image of a
melanosome treated with MSH. The inset shows a zoomed image
of a melanosome with clear defocused rings. (c) Tracking a
melanosome along the z-axis, as it is displaced with a piezoelectric
stage by 20 nm steps, by using the rings that form around the
organelle as it is defocused. The inset shows the variation of the
conversion factor from ring radius to z-displacement for 28 different
melanosomes. An important source of this variation is the size
variation of the melanosomes. (d) A sample in vivo trace of a
melanosome, which has the typical long linear runs and direction
changes characteristic of cargo carried by multiple motors.
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Fig. 4. Bifocal Imaging - experimental setup

When a particle is not in the focal plane of the imag-
ing optics, spherical aberrations and diffraction give rise
to formation of ring patterns around the particle. De-
focused imaging uses the radius of the rings, typically
the first or outermost ring, to determine the depth co-
ordinate z, and the center of the ring to determine the
in-plane coordinates (x, y) of the particle. It has been
shown that the radii of the rings scale linearly with the
z-offset from the focal plane for at least several microns,
which is the distance range of interest for in vivo particle
tracking. Defocused imaging is effective in determining
the out-of-plane position when clear ring patterns form
around the particle, i.e., more than 500 nm out-of-focus
for 1 µm sized particles.

E. 2-Photon Microscope

A 2-photon microscope is a variation of the multipho-
ton fluorescence microscope, employing a concept first
described by Maria Goeppert-Mayer in 1931 [14]. In the
case of 2-photon excitation, the emission intensity de-
pends on the average squared the incident light intensity,
which in turn decreases approximately with the square
of the distance, see Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Difference between 1-photon and 2-photon excitation

Because of this highly nonlinear behavior, only those
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dye molecules very near the focus of the beam are ex-
cited. This property of localized excitation is extremely
useful in fluorescence microscopy, where it is possible to
excite fluorophores at the focal point of the objective,
without photobleaching the fluorophores above or below
the focal plane. The benefit of localized excitation is
that emission is restricted to the narrow focal region,
providing sectioning ability without the use of a pinhole.
This allows more flexibility in choosing the detection ge-
ometry and the registered data has high signal-to-noise
ratios. Although two-photon excitation microscopy does
not produce images with higher optical resolution than
confocal microscopy, it has a higher depth of penetration.

F. Positron emission particle tracking

P.E.P.T. is a non-invasive technique in which a single
radioactively labelled particle is followed. The tracking
efficiency and representative of P.E.P.T. data are cru-
cially dependent on the amount of labelled radioactivity,
as well as the physical and chemical properties of the
tracer. P.E.P.T. is a variant of a P.E.T. scan, yet instead
of attempting to image the distribution of a fluid tracer,
P.E.P.T. tracks fast-moving particles in opaque vessels.

The location of a single particle can be determined in
3D many times per second by triangulation of annihi-
lation events, providing trajectory and velocity informa-
tion. Several methods have been developed to label a sin-
gle particle for P.E.P.T, such as direct activation, ion ex-
change and surface modification techniques [15]. Despite
the great advantage of being able to overcome opaque-
ness, the size of a labelled particle cannot be smaller than
1 mm [16].

G. Nanoparticles

Following the development of particle tracking meth-
ods and subsequent results, refinements and improved
know how, a few medical approaches and treatment
prospects are being studied and developed using what is
commonly referred as nanoparticles. Nanoparticle meth-
ods basically try to exploit the known physical proper-
ties of matter in a nanoscale. Therefore, nanoparticle
materials depend on the desired physical properties (op-
tical, electric, dielectric, metallic, magnetic, biological,
chemical among others) and so does their synthesis but
the term nanoparticle appears to strongly refer to silica
based nanoparticle applications.

Two recent applications have gathered considerable
academic and scientific spotlight. The first is related to
cardiac stem cell therapy in which cells die after implan-
tation owing to a variety of causes. Imaging tools can
help implant cells in areas of the heart most receptive to
stem cell therapy and monitor the efficacy of treatment
by reporting the viability, location, and number of im-
planted stem cells diminishing the need for surgery. In

this application[19], a multimodal, silica-based nanopar-
ticle (S.N.P.) that can be used for cell sorting (fluores-
cence), real-time guided cell implantation ultrasound,
and high-resolution, long-term monitoring by magnetic
resonance imaging (M.R.I.) is used. The nanoparticle
agent increased the ultrasound and M.R.I. contrast of la-
beled human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs) 700 and
200% versus unlabeled cells, respectively, and allowed cell
imaging in animal models. The agent had no significant
impact on hMSC cell activity. and allowed an increased
effectiveness of cardiac repair through ultrasound-guided
cell delivery. This opens the possibility of a multimodal
intracardiac cell-tracking platform which could improve
cell therapy in the clinic by minimizing misdelivery or
implantation into fibrotic tissue.

The second application[18] is related to virology in
which after the virus that causes infection is found, copies
of it are imprinted on a nanoparticle and then this “mold”
is used to trap the virus. Step one involves sticking the
virus on a S.N.P. using binding chemicals (these bind-
ing chemicals are too toxic to be used in the body.).
In step two, the S.N.P. is coated with a layer of poly-
mer (organosiloxane). Next, the “virus imprinted parti-
cle” (V.I.P.) is subjected to ultrasound which dislodges
the virus. After optimizing the thickness of the polymer
layer, the V.I.P. were tested in a virus-infected solution
of human blood serum. After 30 minutes of exposure
to the V.I.P, they found that they were able to trap up
to 88 percent of all viruses even at very low (65 pico-
molar) concentration. Their effectiveness in clearing a
virus-containing water solution was even higher.

These two examples provide the great scope which is
now open after years of research regarding particle track-
ing and brownian movement.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Before one can do any biology by S.P.T, one must la-
bel the dots, localize the dots, connect the dots and in-
terpret the connected dots. In all these steps noise is
ever-present.

Concerning the probes, the main sources of noise are
dark states of the fluorescence label (especially blinking
of quantum dots and intrinsically fluorescent proteins),
background fluorescence, signal and shot noise in the
background. Labeling is for the most part an experimen-
tal problem, solved by developing better synthetic dyes
and additives to protect against photobleaching, which is
the current focus of research.

Another major factor in accurately localizing labels
is the finite resolution of the microscope, described by
the point spread function, though many ingenious ap-
proaches, for instance O.P.T, are being used to overcome
this limit [17].

Finally, there are some techniques, such as P.E.P.T,
which have completely different approaches and therefore
benefits and disadvantages.
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